
This series of three volumes is a critical compi-
lation of atomic energy levels prepared at the
National Bureau of Standards from the analy-
ses of optical spectra. Volume I contains data
on the spectra of I H to 23V Volume II covers
the spectra of

24
Cr to 41 Nb. Volume Ill includes

the spectra of
4

2Mo to
57

La and 72Hf to
89

Ac.
[The Sd® indicates that these volumes, in-
cluding reprints, have been cited in more than
7,900 publications.[
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Dr. Charlotte Moore Sitterly’s work on the
tables of atomic energy levels had its roots in
her astrophysical studies, especially on the
solar spectrum (see references 1 and 2),
which date back to the 1920s. During this
work she recognized the need for compre-
hensive tables of atomic reference data to
facilitate the analysis of astrophysical spec-
tra. After compiling “Multiplet tables of as-
trophysical interest” at Princeton Observa-
tory

3
in the 1930s, she came to the National

Bureau of Standards in 1945 to compile
other spectroscopic tables such as An Ultra-
violetMultiplef Table,

4
and, especially, tables

of atomic energy levels. She went about the
preparation of these tables in a very active
and dedicated manner, quickly establishing
contacts with spectroscopy groups through-
out the world in order to be able to include
any relevant unpublished high-quality mate-

rial so that the tables would be as compre-
hensive and inclusive as possible. She also
surveyed the scientific community with an
extensive and thorough questionnaire to de-
termine the optimum format for the presen-
tation of these spectroscopic data. Knowing
that this would be a long-term project, she
convinced the most appropriate spectrosco-
pists to provide data for important gaps in
the tables while she was already assembling
the available material.

In critically evaluating the data, she sought
the advice and help of the best qualified
spectroscopists, beginning with the then
chief of the bureau’s Spectroscopy Section,
William F. Meggers. Her three volumes of
Atomic Energy Levels published in the years
1949-1 958 and reissued in 1971 have indeed
been so complete and so thoroughly pre-
pared in a highly informative, clearly laid out
format that they still constitute a widely
used source for spedroscopists, astrophysi-
cists, spectrochemists, etc. They have cer-
tainly been the definitive reference work on
atomic structure data for several decades.
Without the convenient availability or these
data, the development of gas laser systems,
for example, would not have proceeded so
quickly. Even now, the tables are so well
known that they are still often quoted for
spectra where new reference compilations
(see, for example, reference 5) have been
done by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (formerly the National Bu-
reau of Standards) on the basis of more re-
cent material.

Dr. Moore Sitterly died on March 3, 1990,
after having dedicated more than 50 years of
her life to the critical compilation of spectro-
scopic reference data and thus establishing a
database on which many findings and devel-
opments in various fields of physics and as-
trophysics rest.
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